CLARIFICATIONS No. 2 TO THE QUESTIONS RECEIVED FROM PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS

Date: 14 Sept 2017

Country : MYANMAR
Project : Ayeyarwady Integrated River Basin Management (AIRBM) Project
Credit No. : IDA 55590
Contract Title : PMU Building
Reference No : CW1.1.1
Clarifications : No. 2, 1 to 6

**Question 1:** Let us know the design of flooring. Granite and carpet sequence design or double layer?
**Answer 1:** 2 layer. Carpet will be laid over granite.

**Question 2:** There is no specification for the pump house. Location and pump house size are not mention in the drawing. Let us know how we can estimate in BOQ.
**Answer 2:** Please kindly refer to Addendum 1, Paragraph 1.

**Question 3:** Source of water?
**Answer 3:** Please refer to Clarification 1, Reply to Question 1.

**Question 4:** Does it need to include the earthwork, back fill and sand fill work for pumping main pipe line in BoQ.
**Answer 4:** It is already included in the BoQ. However, the description of Items and quantities in the BOQ are indicative and the Employer provides no assurance of their accuracy. BOQ is provided only for reference purpose.

**Question 5:** When we calculate the estimate based on the drawing, there are some discrepancy between our BoQ and bidding document BoQ. How can we cope?
**Answer 5:** Please refer to the Answer 4 above.

**Question 6:** Does Transformer and Tension incoming line included?
**Answer 6:** No.

Sincerely,

Aung Myo Khaing (Mr.), Component 3 Director
On behalf of Project Director
Project Management Unit (PMU)
Ayeyarwady Integrated River Basin Management (AIRBM) Project